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An uncompromising open universe space survival game that takes place during the year 2078. Explore the Gliese 581 solar
system and colonize its worlds of incredible wonders while braving the unforgiving dangers of space travel. We bring to you,
Osiris: New Dawn.

Available Now In Open Beta!
Space travel, three new planets, huge graphics/performance improvements, and a lot more!

INTERPLANETARY SPACE TRAVEL, WITHOUT THE LOAD SCREENS
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It’s finally here! Travel freely from one planet to the next in your spaceship and explore the entire solar system! Absolutely no
load screens after initial load. Travel into underground hives, explore vast planetary surfaces, fly into low orbit, and now travel
through the vast reaches of space. Go where you want - it’s totally up to you!

THREE NEW PLANETS
Now that we have space travel, we’re celebrating by adding three new planets - each a completely different biome modelled and
created using scientific data.

GEMINI - Gliese 581 G
One of the “Holy Grail” planets, Gemini is considered to be a Super Earth by scientists, since it orbits in Gliese 581’s Goldilocks
Zone. Gemini is a lush and beautiful planet with strange mysteries to discover
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SERAPH - Gliese 581 C - Coming Soon
A hot Super Earth, Seraph has a dense, heated atmosphere and is steaming with life.

LUTARI - Shepard Moon of Theseus Prime 581 B
Sits directly at the edge of the gas giant’s rings. Much like Earth’s moon, Lutari has no atmosphere and it’s low gravity makes
simple traversal relatively easy.
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COLONIZE GLIESE 581
The primary mode of Osiris: New Dawn is now considered “Colonize” mode where you must explore, discover, and colonize
every planet and moon in the solar system. Set up drone mining lines, establish bases, and doc at each world in your space
station, going planetside by using your space vehicles. Once on the surface harvest minerals, gasses, and plants in your bio
farms, all while steering clear of the countless dangers of space in this new frontier. The Explorer Update marks the beginning
of this mode, and will continually get more robust with further developments.

HUGE PERFORMANCE AND GRAPHICS IMPROVEMENTS
Massive FPS boost and complete graphics overhaul delivers a visual treat at super high frame rates, even with planets full of
foliage, creatures, and trees. This is all possible due to refined shaders, materials, and Unity’s new Post Processing stack. We’ve
refined the camera systems, lighting systems, and terrain to achieve the highest levels of detail possible, all with lightning fast
speeds.

UPDATED MAIN MENU AND PLAYER HUD SYSTEM
Since we’re in the process of adding new Colonize and Mission modes, the Main Menu UI has been completely reworked to
allow you to view and survey the solar system, as well as easily review your avatar and explore the available missions in Mission
Mode. We’ve also updated the in game HUD and UI to allow for backpack review while traversing and while in vehicles, along
with other countless improvements, fixes, and tweaks.

CHANGES AND FEATURES ON HOLD
We listen very closely to our players, and take into consideration all unique enquiries and feedback. Some features we’ve added
during our time in Early Access did not resonate as much as others, causing these certain features to be currently on hold.
- SKILL TREE - Will be replaced by a new system that fits the subject matter closer.
- CLASSES - May come back in Creative Mode, but in order to make classes worthwhile would take the game in a very specific
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direction, relying much more on character advancement and specialized class abilities. We’re not confident that this would/has
added to the game.
- PUBLIC PVP SERVERS - This is tough one - but we found that trying to explore a new world while getting attacked and shot
at by other explorers does not fit the spirit and subject matter of our game. We like PVP, and are looking at other ways of
including a PVP mode, possibly in a custom server option.
- MALE/FEMALE/SHAPE CUSTOMIZATIONS ON AVATARS - As much as we like these features, we chose to put them
on hold in order to get the space travel and new Main Menu systems in. These will likely be added back in the coming updates.
- MULTIPLE AVATARS - Having a variety of avatars makes the upcoming modes a bit muddy, so we’re exploring the idea of
one astronaut avatar in the game - we’re hoping this adds more value to your avatar and player progression, while also allowing
for flexibility in your private universe by allowing you to play your avatar in any Mission or Universe. Depending on how this
goes, we may bring back multiple avatar banks in Creative/Custom Server mode, which we would like to keep on our roadmap.

ROADMAP
The following features are at the top of our development list, most of which are coming along very well and just need to be
added to our main development branch.

Craftable Spaceships, Rockets, Robotics, and Land Vehicles - The Laboratory will become a giant, fully functional crafting
center which will create a variety of parts for high tech machinery. You’ll be able to fully customize different types of
spacecraft, land vehicles, and drones, all with specific abilities and properties to help you colonize the solar system.
AI/Combat Improvements - Creature grappling, smarter pathfinding, and stealth combat, have been explored and will be
coming soon to make the combat in Osiris truly terrifying and visceral.
Solar System Creator - Customize your very own solar system, along with stars and planets, to share and play with your
friends! Decide what minerals, flora and fauna, atmosphere, and creatures you choose on each planet, provided it works
scientifically.
Other big features in development...
- Digging and Bulldozing
- Robust Locator/Map system
- Power Distributor, Gas Extractor, Satellites
- Deeply Integrated Repair System
- VR Support
As always we’re completely open to your feedback as we really want to make Osiris: New Dawn the best game it can be! Drop
us an email at houston@fenixfire.com with any thoughts or suggestions. You can also reach out to us on social media where we
communicate with our players daily.
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\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. While not my favorite of the series, Castle Malloy has its own special kind of charm to
offer. The puzzles seem overwhelming at first, and some of them are frankly illogical (and thus, difficult). However, Castle
Malloy's atmosphere is enough to keep me coming back to this game. The score is fantastic, and I love the risks HER Interactive
took with this game in terms of how the player is able to control Nancy. Some of the risks definitely paid off. Some didn't. But
I'm so proud of them for trying new things.
I recommend this game for fans of the series, but wouldn't recommend it for someone who has never played the games before.
If you're interested in the series, I recommend checking out Sea of Darkness, their newest game (which is beautiful and
atmospheric and just... yes), or one of the older games, such as Treasure in the Royal Tower or Secrets Can Kill Remastered.. If
your trying to acess Tinker's Lab and\/or Lab Assult you need to get this: http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/238230\/ It's a
glitch that when you press get it leads to here. If you read the description or look at the pictures says nothing about the labs. This
DLC works fine it's just the link that's broken.. As a long-time veteran of the X-COM series starting at Enemy Unknown, this
game is a nostalgic throwback to the X-COM games made in the 80s, but instead of poor controls combined with below-terrible
graphics, it is given life with a new combat system and pretty graphics. UFO: Afterlight runs so well that it can be switched
between windowed and fullscreen without any problem, and the game will never crash. This game is a must-own for those who
want to experience X-COM before it was good without playing a bad game.. A huge step down from the first installment...
basically there is only 1 scene, always at the same point, for each girl, and only 1 per playhtrough... In comparison, you could get
2-4 or so in the 1st game.. which was also at least twice as long... With the patch, still decent scenes which do their job, but
compared to the first game just worse in every way. 4/10.. If you're looking for a good farming life simulator game like Harvest
Moon this is not the game for you and you should check out Stardew Valley.
If you're looking for a nukige disguised as a farming life simulator then this is your kind of game.
The farming and animal raising aspect is way too watered down, the only way to raise money quickly and get good discount is
by doing all the lewd stuff. Playing it 'clean' takes too long and it became rather repetitive on the later half with nothing much to
do. Also the english translation is a bloody mess but its fine since there isn't much story in it anyway.
I'm only recommending it because the art is fantastic and I know what I'm getting myself into.. Wasn't as big a fan of this one as
the original Spy Fox, it plays less with the spy tropes and the game design is a bit more convoluted; you're basically thrown into
a pretty decently-sized game world and given free reign to go wherever you want, but I can see it getting
confusing/overwhelming easily. As well, a few of the puzzles are a bit obscure; one puzzle requires you to use the same
conversation bubble on a character three times, for some reason. There's still plenty of references and decent humor here,
though, and there's nothing fundamentally wrong with it, I just wouldn't recommend it over the first game. But on its own?
Yeah, it's pretty good.
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I'm dissapointed because I bought this before they updated the discription to say that it only gives you the first 12 heros so I
thought that I would get all of the heros. It seems unreasonable that you would have to buy not only the delux edition but also all
other characters they make in order to have all of them.. This game is one from my childhood, and if you like a good space
simulation game get this one. The gameplay is deep but easy to get into, the voice acting is great, the story is fantastic, and even the
graphics are great since it was created in 2000. Is it a perfect game? Oh hell no, some missions range from "these are way to easy"
all the way up to "This is impossibly hard." and sometimes the reward can be underwhelming. But other than that it's a great game.
I'm going to go in depth on the good and bad, you don't want to read this it is fine.
First off, let's start with the bad:
-There are no other races besides humans which makes no sense.
-Some of the choices and missions have stupid reasons to be a thing.
-Some of the characters are forgetable.
-It's an extremely depth combat so this is only to be considered if you don't like learning quite a few things.
Now that's out of the way, let me explain the good:
-All the ships are varied.
This means all the ships are different. Not one ship is the same on either side. Just because the Mace is the Bora Variation of the
Pegasis, it doesn't mean it's the same. Same with the Battleax and the Orion.
-The graphics for the time hold up pretty well.
-The ships feel like their actual space ships, and you can do a move called "sliding" which cuts all thrust from your engines and
allows you to continue in the way you were origonally heading.
-The voice acting is great
-The Stories are amazing, worth seeing if they could make a Tachyon 2
-All the places are memorable
-Both sides feel unique instead of just flip flops of the other.
-All the missions are memorable in some way.
-The combat is very deep and very interesting.
-The Twilight for how beautiful it can be, along with how dangerous it is.
-Bruce. F'n. Campbell.
-Both sides feel like they're good and bad.
The Bora do feel like the insane phanatic collonists who just are♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off because someone legally is telling them to get
off their new proporty and Galspan (the Galatic Spanning Corporation) seem extremely corrupt. You can't really side with one or
the other because they're both horrible, but you have to. Bora you go with if you think they deserve their freedom or Galspan to try
and get money to get you back into Sol space. All the sides fight with different people as well, such as the barrons or dealing with
different traders, thus it questions their morality.
-The endings are worth it.
-The weapons on both sides feel different.
-The different paths feel extremely differet. I know i'm repeating myself but if you choose Bora, you feel like you are flying a
mining ship and using mining lasers. If you choose galspan, you feel like your flying a proper fighter ship with proper fighing
weapons.
-The game stays its welcome and is a good length.
TL;DR:
I love this game too much and it's pros outway the cons.. All I'm saying is... if vaccines keep us safe from diseases,
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what's going to keep us safe from vampires?. Almost finished Part 2 as I write this:
Sorcery! is so effing good. The first text adventure I've truly gotten engrossed in and boy is it enjoyable. The magic system is great
and the writing is impeccable.
While the first Part is more linear, Part 2 drops you in the middle of a massive city to explore at your own behest. It really is a lot
of fun, and if you've never gotten into this type of Interactive Fiction before then this is a great jumping-on point.
My biggest gripe with the game is how easily it lets you rewind a certain part and try again. That said, it doesn't really take away
from how much fun it is. Luckily for me I didn't even know this was a feature until the end of Part 1.
At 9.99€ (or your regional equivalent), Sorcery! is definitely worth it.
Get lost, have fun. The world is well fleshed out and full of interesting ideas.
P.S. Mild spoilers but as a tip I recommend you spare the assassin. He's a baller.
EDIT: Reading the other reviews it's annoying how many people are complaining about the combat system. This is a text adventure,
so the combat is obviously not a priority anyway.
Having said that, those who say it's "random" just have no idea how the combat in the game works (i.e. how combat works in the
real world). You have to read what's going on and anticipate the actions of your enemy based on their energy, attack patterns and
stamina.This is 100% possible and is not based on a script called "generate attack: random".. It's a cheap Tower Defense title and I
am having some fun (even more so when I realised I could move the screen by pressing and holding the left mouse button).
Not the deepest of titles, and I have struck a problem (not a gamebreaker) where one of the lanes could not be fully viewed, but
more than enough to keep you occupied.
Unlike Xator99, I have more to worry about than the spelling ability of every Asian (?) developer (my Chinese spelling ability is
non existent) and their tendency for picking "unusual" Western names. Suspect Xator99 might have been getting over a bad Chinese
meal!. This is a review for game called Battle of Bulge.
If you know history, you can easily understand that this game covers last major push of Germany in WW2. The Ardennes, 1944
December. Game lets you play for Allies or Germans. Like in Drive on Moscow there are 5 scenarios covering all battle of episodes
of it. This game lets you select even wider range of opponents. If you play vs Allies there are: Montgomery, Patton and Bradley,
and if you play vs Germans: Von Rundstedt, Dietrich and Von Manteuffel. Selecting generals means that they can attack or defend
differently. This is a great game that is easy to learn and doesnt take much time to understand it. Great strategy game, and on sale
its better to buy it with Drive on Moscow, two great games in the same bundle! Only bad things are that "luck" factor can sometimes
be weird and some achievements are bugged. But its only few problems in great game.. So, for Serious Sam 2, I have to give this
game a slightly above average rating.
It's definately a very fun game, also incredibly intense at times, however, it's annoying with some of the enemies, like witches
scattered in the air throwing purple paint balls at you. But it has a nice arcade shoot em' up feel to it. However, they sometimes
throw way too many enemies at you, without a break. It's really annoying to deal with 100 enemies with only 50 HP left, and after
killing them off (but dying twice) then finding a nice lil' keyboard, jumping on it for fun, then 2 enemies to jump from behind me
and kill me with my last life. Now, it does get boring with a overuse of the same enemies being thrown at you, the envirornments in
this game are well varied. A lot a very nicely done in fact, really impressed with some of them. However, the cutscenes feel rushed,
with very little acting skills in it, like they weren't even trying. Finally, the weapons. Besides the gun that's ripping off the Halo
plasma pistol, the weapons are pretty great, I love the Sniper Rifle and Plasma Rifle, the dual pistols are great for picking off
enemies at a distance, while the roceket launcher is good to deal with large enemies, or do all out carnage and blow everything up. I
would have to give this game a solid 6/10. It's pretty decent, worth giving it a try.
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